
90076 - She completes her evening work before the time ends can
she record the time in full?

the question

I work as an educational supervisor i.e., I make field visits to schools. I work in the evenings
in return for a quarter of the salary, visiting night schools and following up with the
teachers etc, for approximately 39 hours each month. I have my own driver, supplied by
the Ministry, and he gets a quarter of the salary too. The problem is that very often I am
able to complete my work in less than 39 hours. i.e., 30 hours sometimes. Are my driver
and I entitled to receive the quarter salary in full? If the answer is no, then what is the
driver’s fault? Should it be deducted from him too? What is the ruling on the salary I receive
for less than 39 hours work? Please note that there are some of my colleagues who
sometimes go and spend the time chatting about things that have nothing to do with work,
just to pass the time, then they go home. I am a mother and I have other responsibilities,
and the only reason why I want to record the time in full is that the driver’s salary is very
low and if they deduct it from him he will not have anything left. I hope that you can answer
and will not ignore my question. May Allaah reward you with the best of rewards.

Detailed answer

So long as the contract specifies your hours and you are
required to record this time, then you have to fulfil that and you record
the actual time that you spent. The Prophet (peace and blessings of
Allaah be upon him) said: “The Muslims are bound by their conditions.”
Narrated by al-Tirmidhi (1352) and Abu Dawood (3594); classed as saheeh by
al-Albaani in Saheeh al-Tirmidhi. 

With regard to the excuses that you have mentioned, such as
the driver needing money and your having done the work required in full in
less time, and that other workers waste time in things that do not help the
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work, and that you are a mother with other responsibilities, all of that
does not make it permissible to tell lies or betray the trust. You have been
entrusted to work a certain number of hours and to record that. 

You have two choices: 

1 – You can tell the administration what is really going on,
and that you are able to complete the work required of you in less than the
time specified, then after that you can work on the basis of whatever you
agree upon with them.                                                

2 –Or you can write down the hours that you actually work –
without adding anything – so that you will not take any money that you are
not entitled to. 

With regard to the salaries that you received before, you
have to return them to the administration if possible. If that is not
possible then you should deduct them from your future salaries. 

We ask Allaah to help and guide us and you. 

And Allaah knows best.
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